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In 1901, in order to ring out the old century and ring in the new, an
enterprising New York publisher issued a survey of nearly six hundred
pages, entitled The progress of the century. No name appears on the title-
page as that of editor and there is no preface, no introduction, and no
indication of the scopeorpurpose of the volume. Beginning with an essay on
evolution by Alfred Russel Wallace, it concludes with an essay on free
thought by Goldwin Smith, and may be said to encompass, in the fifteen
contributions which lie between, most of the broad areas of thought and
activity which lie outside the spheres of politics and economics. William
Osler of Baltimore contributed a chapter on medicine and W. W. Keen of
Philadelphia, a chapter on surgery.
We have already heard in the course of this symposium of some of the
wonderful changes which have taken place during the last fifty, the last
twenty and even the last ten years, of the great range of current activity in
every branch of medicine, and of the marvels which may be in store for us
in the future. Sixty years ago, however, it already appeared that enormous
strides had been taken, and that darkness had been pushed back a long way
at all the frontiers of light.
For countless generations [wrote Osler] the prophets and kings of
humanity have desired to see the things which men have seen, and to hear
the things which men have heard in the course of the wonderful nineteenth
century. To the call of the watchers on the towers of progress there had
been the one sad answer-the people sit in darkness and in the shadow of
death. Politically, socially, and morally the race had improved, but for the
unit, for theindividual, there was littlehope. Cold philosophy shed a glimmer
of light on his path, religion in its various guises illumined his sad heart, but
neither availed to lift the curse of suffering from the sin-begotten son of
Adam. In the fulness of time, long expected, long delayed, at last Science
emptied upon him from the horn of Amalthea blessings which cannot be
enumerated, blessings which have made the century forever memorable;
and which have followed each other with a rapidity so bewildering that we
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know not what next to expect. To us in the medical profession, who deal
with this unit, and measure progress by the law of the greatest happiness to
the greatest number, to us whose work is with the sick and suffering, the
great boon of this wonderful century, with which no other can be compared,
is the fact that the leaves of the tree of Science have been for the healing
of the nations.
Thus far Osler. It was not to be expected that in a book which was meant
to celebrate the progress of one hundred years-yes, and of one hundred
years which truly marked a great abyss between the old and the new-
much space should be given to a catalogue of failures and frustrations.
Several of the authors, and Osler among the rest, did indeed suggest that
many large tracts of unknown country remained to be explored; but there is
no suggestion in the section on medicine that the limitations of the pharma-
copoeia, to take one example of an undeveloped terrain, seemed to Osler to
constitute a severe restriction on useful effort in medicine. He exulted not
only in what he and his colleagues knew about human biology, but also in
what they were able then to do for the relief of human suffering, and for
the prevention, even for the cure, of disease. If, however, the mood of 1901
was on the whole a mood of exultation, the glorious nineteenth century had
had other moods as well. As Iago Galdston has pointed out, "in the auto-
biographical writings of many of the physicians of that period there is to be
found an undertone of despair; a depressing awareness of their powerless-
ness; a disconcerting sense of their blind gropings and the futility of much
that they did only because something had to be done, and they knew of
nothing better."
During a substantial part of the century, certainly during its first half, the
survival of the old regime is at least as apparent, looking back from 1960, as
the innovation which was opening doors to a new era. "One of the astonish-
ing features in medical history," writes Walter Pagel, "is the tenacity with
which humoral pathology-an ancient Greek conception-maintained its
ruling position far into the eighteenth and even the first half of the nine-
teenth centuries." This Dr. Pagel proceeds to illustrate as a lingering
anachronism in thehistory oftuberculosis. Gabriel Andral, for example, who
revived humoral pathology in general, emphasized the inflammatory, puru-
lent, and "secretory" nature oftubercular changes and even "tried to reverse
the advance which Laennec had achieved by stating that haemoptysis was
one of the common causes of phthisis"-this in opposition to the long-
neglected seventeenth-century discovery of Franciscus Sylvius that haemor-
rhage is a secondary event in lung cavitation, and to much good work in the
interval between Sylvius and Laennec. The Greeks had reclaimed their
dominion.
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It was therefore one of the major tasks of nineteenth-century scientists,
certainly not least in the field of medicine, to clear ground, to get rid of
lingering anachronisms, to consign old Galen to the flames (as he had been
consigned so often before), and to prepare the way for new things. This
negative task carried with it a certain exhilaration, too, so that clearing out
the pharmacopoeia was not necessarily a depressing job. A good start had
been made in the eighteenth century. When the nineteenth century was
over, an amazing number of bottles and boxes remained in the dispensary.
But whereas the short list of really useful drugs at the doctor's disposal has
been mentioned here by another speaker as one of the grave shortcomings
of medicine only twenty years ago, Osler, as is well known, paraded a short
list of specifics a century back as a sign of medicine's enlightenment. Like
Oliver Wendell Holmes before him, he rejoiced at the wholesale rejection
of muchof the long tradition of drug therapy. It is needless, perhaps, to add
that polypharmacy, like Galen, is buried with suitable ceremonies once in
every generation but unaccountably survives.
It is nevertheless true that the nineteenth century saw a general growth
of skepticism, not as regards therapy only but to a vastly greater degree as
regards the whole basis of medical theory. New facts and new attitudes
replaced traditional views, as science penetrated farther and ever farther
into a realm once regarded as the special domain of art. The consequent
revolution was more profound than anything the twentieth century has yet
disclosed, bywhich I mean thatthedistance traversed in the march ofhuman
thought was enormously greater. The century began with Hippocrates,
on whom Laennec wrote his dissertation, still firmly lodged in his lofty
place as teacher and guide; at its close, indeed long before its close,
Hippocrates, except as the voice of conscience in professional ethics, had
fallen into the hands of the historians. His practical interest had by then
evaporated.
One of the sources of confusion in tracing such developments (in the
nineteenth century as in earlier periods) is the common attempt to see it
solely in terms of individual contributions, and to see the individuals as
good or bad, clear-headed or bemused, enlightened or reactionary. Andral,
who normally figures as one of the heroes of the history books, has been
shown in his work on tuberculosis as reactionary in a high degree. Still
worse, he attempted to revive the whole outmoded business of humoralism
generally. Yet was this, after all, an unredeemed and measureless folly?
We know, of course, that he was a pioneer haematologist. Beyond this, he
slowly evolved, in the setting of what would now be called clinical investiga-
tion, a set ofhypotheses about the functions of the circulatory system which
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can be read today with no little respect. Wunderlich, while waging war on
the so-called specificists, created modern clinical thermometry and gave his
opponents a new weapon. Back and forth across the line which divides the
righteous from the damned, the moderns from the ancients, back and forth
and back again, these already legendary figures step and turn, making it
difficult to follow the mazes of their dance. This is only, of course, because
our ears are not attuned to the music to which they moved. Rich and com-
plex and fascinating is the elucidation of their movements and the under-
standing of their progress. I am reminded of the bewilderment of C. M.
Young contemplating a quite different aspect of nineteenth century English
history, over the "warfare between Radicals who upheld Factories and
Workhouses, Tories and Chartists who abhorred them both, infidel
Benthamites leagued with Conservative Anglicans against dissenting manu-
facturers, landowners denouncing the oppressions of Lancashire, and cotton
masters yearning over the sorrows of Dorset." The history of science and
of medicine is similarly complicated, and made all the more interesting, by
the mixed motives and labyrinthine courses of those who brought us to
the twentieth century. The wonderful century which preceded ours did not
achieve its wonders by following a straight line of development, antiquity
falling away behind as modernity loomed before it.
By the end of the eighteenth century, well-educated doctors everywhere
were convinced that experimentation was profitable and that science would
throw a broadening shaft of light upon their labors. It had even been
established, at G6ttingen, that research might be considered as the duty,
and not the indulgence, of the academic physician. John Hunter had inspired
a school of imitators. The profession at large was nevertheless the old
profession still, and the medical educators had made no more than a tentative
start in changing it because they themselves were firmly rooted in the past.
It was still true in England that the more old-fashioned a medical education
might be (and nowhere in Europe was it more old-fashioned than at Oxford
and Cambridge), the more highly it was respected and the more richly those
it qualified were rewarded. Empiricism dominated medical thought and con-
trived, on occasion, to drawv contemporary science to its support. Sir Gilbert
Blane was sure that Boerhaave had been right to prescribe iron in the treat-
ment of anaemia; he was equally sure that Boerhaave's view that blood
contains an iron pigment was groundless-blood had recently been certified
free of ironby Fellows oftheRoyal Society. It was clear to Blane, therefore,
that much of contemporary theorizing would be useless were it not for the
fact that it led from time to time to clinical trials and chance discoveries.
He had no real faith that animal economy, much less human physiology,
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could be made to yield its secrets and to contribute directly to the advance
of medicine. Instrumentation was as yet in a primitive state and the micro-
scope was subject to technical limitations which made it an object of
suspicion to many. Much was hoped for from chemistry but comparatively
little had been achieved. Of the sciences on which medicine relied the most
hopeful, for the moment, was pathological anatomy. When Sir Henry
Halford, Queen Victoria's physician at the beginning of the reign, came to
write an obituary of Dr. Matthew Baillie, he recalled that Baillie had made
much of physical signs in his diagnoses and suggested that this procedure
could be of use only to those, like Baillie, whose knowledge of pathological
anatomy was extensive. He did not recommend Baillie as a model for
imitation, taking it for granted that few physicians would qualify. In any
case, a doctor's main business (and here the venerable royal physician
undoubtedly spoke for his generation) was solely with symptoms and their
history.
Across the Channel, however, the attempt to correlate both symptoms and
signs with post-mortem findings was proceeding apace. Bichat had given an
early impetus to tissue pathology. The French clinical schcol, with Laennec
at its head, made pathology the most important business of the doctor. The
invention of the stethoscope and the re-introduction of Auenbrugger's
percussion rendered the living subject susceptible to direct investigation.
A crude form of statistics was requisitioned by Pierre Louis and others to
assist in the work of correlation and to assess, as Laennec also sought to do,
the value of various forms of therapy. Meanwhile the battle raged over
the specificity of disease, pathological diagnosis contributing a new set of
criteria for the delineation of species.
However the lines might shift in the great fight about ontology, clinicians
continued blithely to observe, to describe, and to define an increasing
number of disease entities-in Paris, in London, in Dublin-and a score of
eponyms remind us that the first half of the nineteenth century was a golden
age of clinical and pathological observation.
The surgeons played a lesser, but nevertheless an important role in this
period and it would be wrong to assume that they were waiting in the wings
for the introduction of anaesthesia. On the contrary, they were extraordi-
narily active, especially in the orthopaedic, plastic, and gynaecological fields,
as well as in ophthalmology.
Experimental physiology and pharmacology, in the hands of Magendie
and his disciples, of whom the most distinguished was Claude Bernard, were
later in developing and more limited in their immediate influence. It was
nevertheless early apparent, to those who had eyes and could see, that the
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physiological, and subsequently the chemical, laboratories would enlarge
in every direction the physician's knowledge of the great functions of life
andwould give him, sooner or later, a new approach to disease. The shadow
of Liebig stretched across the whole of Europe.
Slowly at first, and then more quickly and obviously, the growing points
in medical advance shifted to the basic scieince sector; and as this occurred,
and as the century marched on its way, German medicine began to acquire
the dominance which gave the second half of the century its characteristic
pattern.
Meanwhile, however, England had achieved, by means largely social,
political, and technical, with inspiration partly medical and partly (odd as
the combination may sound) Benthamite and religious, the greatest life-
saving advance of the nineteenth century in sanitary reform. The sanitary
movement was by no means limited to England but its first and perhaps
its greatest earlier triumphs were British. Thence it spread throughout the
Western world.
Much of this development took place, of course, long before the advent of
bacteriology. When the great new era opened, in the 'sixties, 'seventies, and
'eighties, France and Germany shared the principal honors. The accumulat-
ing evidence of living contagion had been summed up shortly before by
Henle. Pasteur, Koch, and their pupils did not long delay their entry on
stage. What is ordinarily forgotten is the fascinating chapter which goes
before, in its likeness to Pasteur's chapter almost uincanny, which tells the
story of living contagion, mostly fungal, in the plant kingdom. Since a
botanist, as we were reminded by another speaker, discovered the first of
the filterable viruses at a later date, one might suppose that the plant
pathologists would be worth watching now. Certainly on two previous
occasions they have led the way.
The introduction of anaesthesia, to which I shall refer again, was
complemented by Listerian antisepsis and asepsis, and surgery flourished
amain. The limitations which still remained at the end of the century are
clearly suggested, not only by Dr. Keen's brief account in 1901 of progress
to date in brain surgery, but also by his description of rib-resection for
empyema as still the major triumph in thoracic surgery.
American contributions to the advance of medicine in the earlier nine-
teenth century are usually, and correctly, supposed to have been largely
practical in character. In the earliest stage of its development, American
medicine (so the story goes) so far as it excelled its nonprofessional or half-
professional beginnings and rose above the crudities of a raw new land, was
chiefly distinguished for its contributions to surgery. Leaving aside the
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names of Benjamin Rush and afew others-remembered almost as much for
their political and patriotic efforts as for their medical endeavours-the
greatest names in the early pages of the history of American medicine are
the names of surgeons. It is at any rate beyond doubt that the most
remarkable contributions to knowledge and practice were in the surgical
domain, which is not quite the same thing. Anyhow, Ephraim McDowell,
Valentine Mott, and Marion Sims had few if any rivals on the side of
physic.
Why was all this so? America, it has been said, was a land of practical
men, of artisans and mechanics, of doers rather than theorizers. It was
therefore a land of surgeons. The same ingenuity in mechanical contrivance
which was proving so beneficial in industry was exhibited also in the
operating room. Americans were also thought to be impatient, prone to
gamble, willing to take a risk. They were consequently ready to perform,
or willing to submit to, heroic operative procedures.
I have sometimes been tempted to imagine that American surgery was
original and bold partly because it was isolated in some measure from the
surgery of Europeand was therefore, quite simply, freer. Likeother develop-
ments in American society, it was not so firmly pressed upon by tradition
as was European surgery. Physic, on the other hand, being far more
dependent on theoretical concepts and more sophisticated in its advance,
was still the trade for Europe. This view of the matter explains very little
and is perhaps not altogether true even within its limits.
For one thing, European surgery of the same era was far from timid.
For another, I have now formed the impression that there was little to
choose between the better American surgeons and the better American
physicians as regards European education, cosmopolitanism of outlook and
knowledge of international medicine. Surgical boldness was not really sus-
tained by a sort of blessed ignorance of European refinements. We are likely
to forget that Ephraim McDowell, whom we regard as a backwoods surgeon
of great native courage and natural sagacity, had been a student in
Edinburgh. In much of his best work Valentine Mott was directly in the
Hunterian tradition. Listen, too, to Oliver Wendell Holmes reporting to
Harvard students what the old men used to tell the younger ones in Boston.
Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, whom I well remember, came back from
Leyden, where he had written his Latin graduating thesis, talking of the
learned Gaubius and the late illustrious Boerhaave and other dead Dutch-
men, of whom you know as much, most of you, as you do of Noah's
apothecary and the family physician of Methusaleh, whose prescriptions
seem to have been lost to posterity. Dr. Lloyd came back to Boston full of
the teachings of Cheselden and Sharpe, William Hunter, Smellie and
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Warner; Dr. James Jackson loved to tell of Mr. Cline and to talk of Mr.
John Hunter; Dr. Reynolds would give you his recollections of Sir Astley
Cooper and Mr. Abernethy.
So the surgeons, too, had been abroad. The surgeons, too, looked to
Europe. But there is something else remarkable about this list. Most of the
reminiscing Americans were practitioners of physic; and yet, leaving the
dead Dutchmen out of account, almost all of the teachers whose names were
so often in the mouths of these Boston doctors were London surgeons. How
was this? Oliver Wendell Holmes, in his later years, suffered from defects
of memory like other old men and his report may not have been completely
accurate. It is nevertheless unlikely that he was altogether wrong about what
he had heard from the leaders of the Boston profession in the days of his
youth. And what he had heard was a group of American "Doctors" talking
about a group of British "Misters." American medical men, surgeons
included, have been "Doctors" from the beginning; but these were Boston
physicians, please you, and their talk was all of London surgeons. Modern
American internists who visit London do not return home with their heads
full of the wisdom of Ross or Aird or of any surgeon whatsoever; they talk,
rather, about Pickering or Dent or about somebody else in their own
preserve. Was it merely that the surgery of London in the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries was so much more interesting than London
physic? Probably not, at any rate not to contemporaries, unless they had
some reason of their own for transcending the divisions of practice.
Elisha North, of New Lorndon, is chiefly remembered today for two
things-his description of cerebrospinal meningitis, which Osler regarded
as an American medical classic, and the part he played in introducing
vaccination. He discovered a case of naturally acquired cowpox, a disease
supposed not to exist in America, and was the first to employ vaccine of
native origin. North would be thought of, therefore, as a physician. He
has other claims on the attention of posterity as well. In 1817 he estab-
lished the first Eye Infirmary in North America and was reputed to be
a skilful ophthalmological surgeon. He also practiced urological surgery and
devised a technique of his own for lithotomy. (It was perhaps characteristic
ofhis time and placethat the merit claimed for this technique was its relative
simplicity in the hands of inexperienced operators.) Elisha North was thus
a general practitioner in the broadest sense.
Now in England the surgeon and the apothecary, or low-grade physician,
were still more or less distinct, although their link by hyphenation was
already producing the surgeon-apothecary, direct ancestor of the modern
British G.P. High above both loomed the physician, a gentleman and a
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gentleman of learning. His like could hardly be found in America. In the
major centers, some men concentrated on surgery and some on physic; but
even the lace-at-cuff physician, who liked to imagine himself the Mead or
the Heberden of the West, was probably further removed from the modern
internist in status and in limitation of practice than the latest Fellow of
the Royal College of Physicians practicing in London.
The English tradition of lofty social and educational status had many
advantages but unfortunately it excluded much that was good. Such distin-
guished physicians as Fothergill were beyond the pale; Fothergill's faults
were two-he was not the holder of an Oxford or a Cambridge degree and
he was a Dissenter in religion. Neither shortcoming would have held him
back from thehighest reach of distinction in most medical circles in America.
The College of Physicians of Philadelphia might have been established
earlier than it was had not Fothergill advised William Penn against granting
it a Charter. Fothergill could find no place among the Fellows of the Royal
College in London and he regarded exclusive Colleges as oppressive and
tyrannical.
In America, medicine and surgery were less rigidly separated. This was
probably just as well, but it was at any rate inevitable in the circumstances.
The character of American physic was affected by this difference in attitude
and practice, and if it was sometimes affected for the worse this was not
always true. American physicians, differing in this from their European
counterparts, were not afraid to use their hands. Even if they did not
practice surgery, they were doers; and at those points where physic and
surgery came together, this was a distinct advantage. I believe that it long
persisted and that it can be traced up to, and even beyond, the middle of the
nineteenth century. Let us take one striking example.
Dr. Morrill Wyman, who graduated from the Harvard Medical School
in 1837, became Hersey Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine
and Consulting Physician to the Massachusetts General Hospital. On 23
February 1850, he tapped a patient suffering from pleural effusion, using
an exploring needle and a stomach pump, and on 17 April 1850, he
aspirated a patient with Dr. Henry I. Bowditch. Bowditch was most
enthusiastic in his advocacy of the measure, which he afterwards performed
on some three hundred occasions. Thoracentesis had been suggested previ-
ously, by Trousseau, but, as Packard has remarked, to Wyman belongs the
credit of designing and employing the instruments and technique. He
designed a trocar and cannula with a syringe attachment shortly after his
first experience. Twenty years later, Paris got round to the rediscovery of
Wyman's thoracentesis.
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The story of the introduction of anaesthesia, America's greatest contribu-
tion to nineteenth-century medicine, is at once more important and more
familiar. It is a part, I suppose, of the same pattern. If, in the twentieth
century, the United States has taken the leading place in the development
of the scientific medical research which was then the province of Europe,
in the last age it was chiefly practical and empirical.
Increasingly throughout the nineteenth century European chemists played
a part of importance which in our own time has become dominant; the
antecedents of this twentieth-century triumph, European and American,
I have had no space to examine. The physicists, despite Helmholtz and the
ophthalmoscope, had a program for action which remained very largely a
dream to be realized later, although to this generalization there are
other obvious exceptions. Roentgenology came late and its exploitation
belongs to our own age, but several methods were developed for direct visual
examination of the cavities and recesses of the body before the old century
wore to its end. In a totally different sector, the psychiatrists accomplished
humanitarian reforms and participated, a little belatedly, in the differentia-
tion of disease entities; their most important contributions, however, also
took form as the nineteenth century merged into the twentieth.
One final note on a similar theme. In his lectures on collectivism, in the
famous series called Law and public opinion, A. V. Dicey, writing in 1905,
had much to say ofprotective measures, starting with those relating to public
health in 1848, which are medical in character; but when he came to his sec-
tion on equalization of advantages through collectivism, he was too early to
have much to report about medicine. Starting in the nineteenth century, this
aspect of medical change had also to await fuller fruition in the twentieth.
On the firm basis of nineteenth-century achievement, the work of the
present day has expanded in phenomenal fashion. We are accustomed to
rehearse the truly glorious accomplishments of the past fifty or sixty years,
unparalleled in number and importance. And yet how familiar, in so many
ways, are the modes of thought, even in the sciences, of 1900, and how
infinitely remote, wrapped in the obscurity of an antique age, are those of
1800! In between lies the wonderful nineteenth century, an era of less
explosive development than our own, but one which compresses vastly more,
within its own bounds, of the whole long history of medicine.
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